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Abstract

Type-II heterostructures are key elementary components in optoelectronic, photo-

voltaics and quantum devices. The staggered band alignment of materials leads to the

stabilization of indirects excitons (IXs) i.e. correlated electron-hole pairs experiencing

spatial separation with novel properties, boosting optical gain and promoting strate-

gies for the design of information storage, charge separation or qubit manipulation

devices. Planar colloidal CdSe/CdTe core-crown type-II nested structures, grown as

nanoplatelets (NPLs) are the focus of the present work. By combining low temperature

single NPL measurements and electronic structure calculations we gain insights into the

mechanisms impacting the emission properties. We are able to probe the sensitivity of

the elementary excitations (IXs, trions) with respect to the appropriate structural pa-

rameter (core size). Neutral IXs, with binding energies reaching 50 meV, are shown to

dominate the highly structured single NPL emission. The large broadening linewidth

that persists at the single NPL level clearly results from strong exciton-LO phonon

coupling (Eph = 21 meV) whose strength is poorly influenced by trapped charges. The

spectral jumps (≈ 10 meV) in the photoluminescence recorded as a function of time are

explained by the fluctuations in the IX electrostatic environment considering fractional

variations (≈ 0.2 e) of the non compensated charge defects.
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Introduction

The preparation of novel heterojunctions achieving a type-II band alignment has raised

considerable interest over the past years in the field of colloidal nanocrystals chemistry.1–4

In type-II systems the juxtaposition of materials with appropriate staggered band energies

leads to an energetic framework allowing the stabilization of indirect excitons (IX) built from

spatially separated electron and hole from either side of the hetero-interface present in the

structure. This spatial separation of charged carriers has a profound impact on the exciton

fundamental properties and has important implications for the development of highly effi-

cient gain media.5,6 The reduced overlap between the electron and hole wavefunctions leads

to a considerably larger IX radiative lifetime7,8 but it was also shown to be responsible for

an increase of the multiexciton generation rate9 as well as a drastic lengthening of Auger

decay times10 possibly accompanied by the achievement of strongly repulsive exciton-exciton

interaction regimes improving gain properties.5,11 An enhancement of the quantum-confined

Stark effect was also reported in type-II elongated nanoparticles due to a large permanent

dipole accross the interface.12 More recently type-II nanostructures have raised a significant

interest as they could be used in quantum gates exploiting the controlled interaction of pairs

of qubits encoding on neighboring excitons sharing one of their carriers.13 Additionally the

driving force provided by the band offset between the two materials also allows spontaneous

directional charge separation,7,14,15 a property that makes type-II systems particularly at-

tractive for photovoltaics.

So far IXs in type-II nanocrystals have been mostly studied in the so called core/shell config-

uration, one of the material being entirely embedded in the other. In this work we focus on

the properties of a less frequently considered cadmium-chalcogenide-based structure charac-

terized by a different topology. The lateral growing of a CdTe shell around a parallelepipedic

core made of CdSe provides core-crown nanoplatelets of uniform few monolayers thickness

and atomic level controlled flatness that combine two advantages:16–19 a well marked type-II

band alignment and, due to the high degree of transverse - along thickness - confinement,
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an ehancement of the IX binding energy leading to an increased robustness against tem-

perature. Whereas most studies have focused on the IX formation dynamics and multiexci-

tonic relaxation properties in this type of heterostructure17,18,20,21 little is known about the

band edge IX itself and its coupling properties to the environment (including phonons and

electrostatic interactions). Here, using low temperature micro-photoluminescence (micro-

PL) spectroscopy, we address the emission properties of individual CdSe/CdTe core-crown

nanoplatelets (NPLs). We gain insights into the microscopic mechanisms determining the na-

ture and influencing the structure of optical excitations. The PL of individual NPLs exhibits

a highly structured atypically broad spectral lineshape. On the basis of our calculations and

by varying a structural parameter (core size) we are able to reject several assumptions con-

cerning the origin of the multipeaked emission. In particular, we show that the emission

quasi-exclusively corresponds to the recombination of the lowest energy IX state. Our re-

sults point to a major role of the exciton-phonon coupling onto the homogeneous lineshape

broadening. The impact of the dielectric contrast between the NPL and the outside medium

on the IX structure and energy is also discussed. The observation of spectral jumps occur-

ring on the seconds time scale in the single NPL PL leads us to investigate the influence of

charged defects upon the fundamental excitonic transition (zero phonon line - ZPL) and its

vibronic replicas. We quantify the ZPL energy perturbation induced by non compensated

charges as a function of their position in the structure and qualitatively show how additional

charge may, by changing the symmetry of the whole charge distribution (electron, hole and

defects) reinforce vibronic coupling. Our work provides an unified description of how the mi-

croscopic coulombic mechanisms (through dielectric confinement and charge trapping) and

exciton-phonon coupling combine and interfere to shape the optical response of core-crown

type-II heterostructures.
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Methods

Synthesis of the 4ML-thick CdSe/CdTe NPLs

Chemicals. Octadecene (ODE) (Aldrich, 90 %), cadmium acetate dihydrate (Sigma

Aldrich, 98 %), cadmium oxide (CdO) (Strem, 99.99 %), myristic acid (Aldrich, > 99 %),

oleic acid (OA) (Aldrich 90 %), trioctylphosphine (TOP) (Aldrich, 97 %), selenium (Strem

Chemicals 99.99 %), tellurium (Aldrich, 30 mesh, 99.997 %), hexane (Carlo Erba, 95 %),

ethanol (Carlo Erba, 99.9 %).

TOP Te 1M. In a three neck flask, 2.54 g of Te powder are mixed with 20 mL of

trioctylphosphine and degassed under vacuum at room temperature until the pressure gets

reduced below 1 mBar. Then the flask is heated under Ar, at 275 °C until the black Te

powder gets fully dissolved. The orange solution is then cooled and turns yellow. Once the

temperature is below 40 °C, the solution is further degassed under vacuum for 10 min and

finally stored in an air-free glove box.

Cadmium Myristate. In a 50 mL three neck flask, 1.28 g of CdO (10 mmol) and 5.5

g of myristic acid (24 mmol) are degassed for 30 minutes at 70 °C. Then, under argon flow,

the mixture is heated up to 200 °C for 30 minutes until it becomes colorless. At the end of

the reaction 25 mL of methanol are added between 60 °C and 70 °C in order to solubilize

the excess of myristic acid. The cadmium myristate is then precipitated in a centrifuge tube

with addition of excess methanol. The washing procedure is repeated at least three times

and the cadmium myristate is finally dried overnight under vacuum.

Large (Small) Core Synthesis. In a three neck flask, 340 mg (240 mg) of Cd(myristate)2,

24 mg of Se powder and 25 mL of octadecene are degassed for 10 minutes under vacuum.

Then under argon flow, the mixture is heated up to 240 °C, and when the temperature

reaches 205 °C, 110 mg (160 mg) of Cd(Acetate)2,nH2O are swiftly introduced. After 10

minutes at 240 °C, the mixture is cooled down to room temperature and 500 µl of oleic acid

are added. The NPLs are precipitated with a mixture 30 ml of hexane and 30 mL of ethanol.
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The NPLs are suspended in 20 mL of hexane.

Core/Crown CdSe/CdTe NPLs Synthesis.16 3 mL of large CdSe core NPLs (O.D.

of 0.6 at the maximum of the first exciton transition for 100 µL of suspension of large CdSe

NPLs in 3 mL of hexane in a 1 cm length cuvette) are precipitated with ethanol, suspended

in 2 mL of ODE and transferred in a three neck flask with 24 mg of Cd(Ac)2,nH2O and

45 µl of Oleic Acid. The mixture is degassed under vacuum for 15 min, then under argon

flow it is heated to 215 °C. At 215 °C, 1.5 mL of a solution containing 3ml of ODE and 75

µL of TOP Te at 1M are injected at a rate of 4 mL/h. Finally, the mixture is cooled to

room temperature and washed once with ethanol. The core/crown CdSe/CdTe NPLs are

dispersed in hexane and stored in the dark to prevent them from photodegradation.

The same protocol is used for the small core but the quantity of CdSe NPLs is adjusted to

have the same amount of CdSe NPLs as for the large ones (in term of surface).

Sample Preparation and Optical Spectroscopy

Two types of NPLs samples were fabricated and obtained basically using the same dispersion

procedure but different concentrations of the original solution. NPLs homogeneous films for

absorption and PL measurements were prepared on precleaned (acetone / RBS detergent

/ distilled water in ultrasonic bath) coverslips substrates (≈ 0.12 mm thickness for good

thermal contact in cryogenic operations). The concentration was adjusted empirically to

reach moderate absorbance at resonance (0.5 ≤ Optical Density ≤ 0.8). Strong dilution was

applied to generate samples for single NPLs studies. This was done according to a ‘trial and

error’ protocol in order to reach a dispersion compatible with single NPL selection through

far field optical experiments. Typical dilutions around a few 103 were required in the present

work. All samples were prepared from freshly synthesized material (2 hours following col-

loidal synthesis at maximum) and transitory kept in an inert Ar atmosphere to prevent

oxidative damage before studies. Measurements were systematically performed within 1

day of NPL synthesis. Samples placed in vacuum in the course of cryogenic experiments
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were found stable for a few days typically.

Low temperature absorption spectra were recorded using a Cary 5000 (Varian Agilent) spec-

trophotometer working in a dual channel mode to get rid of the substrate contribution. The

samples were stuck (silver varnish) on the cold finger of a home-made He-flow cryostat al-

lowing T ≈ 10 K measurements. The photoluminescence of the dense films was recorded

on the micro-PL setup described below, replacing the microscope objective by a short focal

length lens (f = 40 mm) to average the PL signal over a larger sample area.

Single NPLs responses were studied on a micro-PL setup working in a confocal-like configura-

tion. The samples are fixed on the cold copper plate of a He-flow micro-PL cryostat designed

for thermal expansion compensation (Oxford Instruments); the excitation beam and collected

photons are separated with a non-polarizing 70:30(R:T) beamsplitter cube (Thorlabs). The

sample surface is imaged onto the entrance slits plane of an imaging spectrometer (Acton

SP2760i from Roper Scientific - Princeton Instruments) thanks to an infinity-corrected, 8

mm working distance, microscope objective (NA = 0.6, feq = 7 mm) attached to a three-axis

piezo stage and an achromatic doublet (f = 100 mm). The PL is collected using the same

objective and measured following its dispersion (1200 lines/mm, 550 nm blazed diffraction

grating) with a nitrogen-cooled CCD camera (SPEC10, RS - PI) coupled to the spectrome-

ter. A typical 1 micrometer spatial resolution characterizes the setup in routine experiments

whereas a ≈ 50 µeV energy resolution is reached.

Theoretical Model

Calculations are carried within k·p-continuum elastic theory framework. Independent elec-

tron and hole states are calculated with single-band Hamiltonians including strain and self-

energy potential terms. Model details and material parameters are given in Ref.22 Point

charge electrostatic potentials and Coulomb integrals for Configuration Interaction matrix

elements, including dielectric mismatch effects, are calculated solving Poisson Equation with

Comsol 4.2.
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The exciton binding energy reads EX
b = Ee+Eh −EX , where Ee and Eh are the calculated

single-electron and single-hole ground orbital energies, and EX that of the exciton ground

state, including Coulomb interaction at a configuration interaction level.

Experimental results

In order to gain insights into the NPLs excited states structure, NPLs having distinct core

sizes were considered in this work. Large core (LC) NPLs were synthesized with typical

dimensions of the core and crown being respectively ≈ 37 x 10 nm2 and ≈ 65 x 18 nm2.

In small core (SC) NPLs the core size was lowered to ≈ 12 x 11 nm2 and the crown to

core surfaces ratio was roughly maintained compared to the LC NPLs (crown size ≈ 33 x

19 nm2). The NPLs thickness was kept constant in the two batches (4 monolayers (MLs))

with a growth engineering ensuring atomic flatness when moving from the core to the crown

domains (see the Methods section for description of synthesis and SI, S1 for TEM images).

Figure 1a shows the 10 K absorption and PL spectra of LC NPLs prepared as thin solid

films, deposited from a moderately diluted solution. The absorption exhibits the charac-

teristic features of type-II CdSe/CdTe hetero-NPLs with a broad tail expanding on the low

energy side of a well marked edge at 550 nm (Ed ≈ 2.26 eV). It is now well established that

the Xi, i=1-4 transitions evidenced as sharp peaks above Ed can be assigned to the absorp-

tion from excitons formed from the electron-heavy-hole (e-hh) and electron-light-hole (e-lh)

pairs of both the CdSe and CdTe bare materials.16,17,21,23,24 In the present study we observe

X1 (e-hh transition) and X3 (e-lh transition) of the CdTe crown at 2.33 eV and 2.58 eV

respectively whereas corresponding transitions, X2 and X4, for the CdSe core are measured

at 2.54 eV and 2.67 eV. We note in particular that the spectral shifts experienced by the

Xi lines between ambient temperature and T = 10 K (∆ ≈ 100 meV) are well reproduced

using the Varshni semiempirical relation explaining the bandgap behaviour versus T (see

Supporting Information).
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Figure 1: (a) Absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of a dense film of core-crown
CdSe/CdTe NPLs at low temperature (≈ 10 K): Large Core (LC) NPLs, solid lines and Small
Core (SC) NPLs, dash lines. (b) Schematic of the core-crown CdSe/CdTe NPLs geometry
and diagram of the single carriers energy levels.

Following excitation at energies above Ed the photogenerated excitons in both the CdSe

and CdTe domains are dissociated across the CdSe/CdTe interface despite their large binding

energies (100 - 200 meV25–28). Although still debated, the dissociation dynamics is fast and

leads to an exciton with spatial separation of its charges, an indirect exciton (IX), also some-

times named charge-transfer exciton, within less than a picosecond.17,21 As a consequence

the CdSe and CdTe PL can only be observed transiently,20,21 and the NPL PL is finally

dominated by the recombination of the IX which signature consists of a strongly red-shifted

band centered at 620 nm or ≈ 2 eV (Figure 1a, red curve and energy levels, Figure 1b).

As mentioned in previous works, this emission band is surprisingly broad despite the utmost

control of the confinement direction during the growth process16 leading to a quasi-absence

of size dispersion associated to this dimension. A full width at half maximum (FWHM) of

140 meV at 10 K is reported here and should be compared to the direct X1 transition width

in absorption, ≈ 5 times smaller. It is well known that IX in type-II systems experience

much larger line broadening for they feel the potential inhomogeneities associated to the

interface imperfectness.29 Previous works have highlighted the highly ordered nature of the

core/crown interface21 and it was moreover claimed that owing to the level of structural
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quality (in particular in absence of dispersion in thicknesses), inhomogeneous effects could

not exclusively be held responsible for the broadening in this system.16 The same conclusion

was drawn in other studies considering high quality type-II colloidal nano-heterostructures.4

The point is discussed later on, further insights being first gained by the inspection of the

single NPLs PL response.

The IX core-crown NPLs was also shown to be a weakly absorptive excitation, a prop-

erty already reported for analogous type-II cadmium chalcogenide based nanostructures.30,31

Study of the ground state bleach dynamics between 540 and 700 nm and PL excitation ex-

periments17,21 both led to the conclusion that a weak oscillator strength (a few percents

of that of the CdTe excitons) is associated to the well visible broad tail expanding below

Ed which excitation resulted in the IX formation. Direct excitation of IX species was in-

deed found useful to investigate the IX fine structure properties in magneto-PL experiments

performed under quasi-resonant excitation conditions.32 Finally, at this point, LC and SC

NPLs absorption and PL do not differ substantially (Figure 1a). There are minor differ-

ences in the transitions energies (a few meV typically) and oscillator strengths associated to

the CdSe and CdTe domains (Xi transitions) as the size varies. The normalization of the

SC and LC NPLs absorption at the X1 transition energy (CdTe crown exciton) indicate a

smaller weight of the CdSe domain response in SC NPLs (≈ 1.4 times less) in agreement

with their larger crown to core surface ratio (this ratio is ≈ 1.7 larger in SCs NPLs). The

point will not be discussed further here. We note that the similarity in the absorption seems

consistent with the situation of systems sharing moderate lateral confinement but identical

and relatively strong transverse confinement (that for comparable environments will gov-

ern single particles energies, exciton binding and self-interaction effects).26,28 By contrast

a larger sensitivity to the crown to core dimensions ratio is expected for the IX transition

whose properties are determined by the electron and hole wavefunctions overlap across the

interface. In this regard we notice a significant PL redshift (≈ 25 meV) in smaller core NPLs.
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Figure 2: (a) Typical PL spectrum of a single NPL (T = 8 K, excitation at 532 nm, c.w.,
incident power equal to 1.3 kW/cm2) and associated multicomponent fit leading to a Huang-
Rhys factor S ≈ 0.8. (b) Polarization analysis of the emission associated to the higher energy
peak (peak 1) and to its first satellite (peak 2); the solid lines are a guide to the eye. The
scan is obtained by rotating a λ/2 waveplate in the plane of the sample and using a polarizer
with fixed axis (serving for the polarization analysis) in front of the spectrometer slits. (c)
Emission of another single NPL recorded as a function of time (2 seconds integration time
per spectrum). (d) Associated peak 1 and peak 2 energy displacement. (e) Sampling of the
emission (spectrum) at given time position. The vertical dash-dot lines indicate the peak
positions at t = 12 s.

In order to have access to single NPLs properties, films obtained from highly diluted so-

lutions (concentration lowered up to 2000 times from the original solution) were considered.

The studies were found to suffer from relatively poor photo-stability of the individual NPLs.

The power density was thus kept as low as a few µW/µm2 to avoid deterioration. Under

those conditions and taking into account the moderate numerical aperture of the objective

(N.A. = 0.65) a reasonable signal to noise ratio was typically reached for an integration

time being no less than one second, preventing any clear tracking of the NPL emission at a

shorter timescale. Figure 2a shows the typical emission from a single LC NPL measured
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at 8 K as the excitation (continuous wave laser) is tuned just above the IX band edge ie

onto the X1 transition (λex ≈ 533 nm). The spectrum reveals several evenly-spaced peaks

(energy separation ∆E ≈ 20 meV) decreasing in intensity as their energy decreases. In most

spectra one satellite peak is clearly visible with a lower energy part that consists of a more

structureless tail. A regular progression can however extends over one hundred meV and

reveal up to three replicas, as in the spectrum shown in Figure 2a that is satisfactorily

adjusted using a multi-Gaussian profile.

In comparable experimental conditions CdSe homoplatelets exhibit markedly different

characteristic PLs: the linewidths are found around 400 µeV while the PL intensity is typi-

cally found two hundred times higher (not shown). We conclude that the area below the PL

spectra is roughly the same in each type of NPL and that both types have similar emission

yields. This result is consistent with previous observations in crown alloyed NPLs33 and the

report of both the quasi-complete conversion of the photoexcitations towards IXs and a high

IX PL quantum yield (≈ 86 %) at 4 K in pure CdSe/CdTe core-crown NPLs.32 A typical

value of the residual broadening affecting the PL peaks, and in particular the lowest energy

emission line, is given by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) extracted from the fit

(∆Epk ≈ 15 - 20 meV). The emission spectrum as a function of time is presented in Figure

2c for another NPL (same conditions of excitation), each spectrum being collected with a

3 s exposure time. Despite strong intensity fluctuations the series clearly show instances of

spectral diffusion characterized by a rigid shift of the spectrum, the latter very likely re-

sulting from spontaneous modification of the electrostatic environment through charging or

discharging of the individual NPLs.34 Over long range time scale, shifts of ≈ 7 meV ampli-

tude can clearly be evidenced (Figure 2d and 2e). They will be related to the Stark-effect

mediated electrostatic fluctuations (combined to the type-II nature of the exciton) in the

next section where supporting complementary calculations are carried out in order to assess

the impact of IX - trapped charges interactions. In addition, given the used integration time

in the experiment (1 - 3 s), each snapshot shows that the peaks composing the PL remain
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themselves largely broadened, their linewidth ∆Epk, being comparable to the previously re-

ported shifts. It is noteworthy that ∆Epk is already ≈ 100 times larger than the typical

linewidths extracted in ‘classical’ spectrally resolved micro-PL experiments performed on

chalcogenides nanocrystals and that are often qualified as homogeneous widths.33–35 We be-

lieve that such broadening effects are also extrinsic and of electrostatic nature36 and that

they may be the result of faster charge fluctuations. Given the poor signal to noise ratio

in single NPLs measurements the point could not be explored further, simply be decreasing

the integration time.

Note that the emission pattern of a single NPL (interpeak distance and relative ampli-

tudes) remains unchanged in any of the PL(t) records. This is in contradiction with peaks

that would originate from Auger-assisted recombination in which an electron is promoted

to a higher energy level and a photon emitted at an energy below the exciton gap. Along

the spatial coordinates the confinement potential seen by electron and holes indeed varies

abruptly and rectangular potentials cannot explain a regular spacing of the upper energy

levels, the latter being instead specific to an electronic coupling driven by a harmonic os-

cillator i.e. the nuclear motion.37 We are thus led to discard any shake-up like mechanism,

that would be at play and responsible for the multiplication of peaks in the emission.38 The

regular energy spacing discards as well simultaneous emission from different states within a

stack of NPLs.39 Further experimental evidences are given below. The actual single particles

(electron and hole) energies are also determined as a function of the NPL core size in the

Numerical Simulations section and compared to the measurements.

In CdSe/CdTe core-crown NPLs the exciton fine structure consists of two bright states

emitting with linear crossed polarizations aligned along the NPL length and width dimen-

sions.32 The fine structure splitting (≈ 60 µeV) is almost two orders of magnitude smaller

than (1) the FWHM reported here for the peaks appearing in the PL spectrum, (2) the

inter-peak energy distance ∆E. For a non-resonant excitation and assuming that the exci-

ton transitions have similar oscillator strengths, one should thus expect that the polarization
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diagram of a single NPL only reflects shape anisotropy that, through band edge symmetry40

and internal field effects (resulting from the strong dielectric confinement),41–43 will favor the

transition associated to the larger lateral dimension. The application of classical formula in

an ellipsoid model show that a factor ≈ 2 should be expected in the intensity radiated by the

exciton sublevels for isolated LC NPLs deposited on a glass substrate in air (the ratio falls

to ≈ 1.5 in SC NPLs), and that it is a priori experimentally reachable (see Supporting In-

formation). Nevertheless large PL intensity fluctuations during the angle scan prevent the

observation of the anisotropy of the polarisation analysis (Figure 2b). The measurements

however show that peaks composing the spectrum all share the same polarization properties

demonstrating that lower energy peaks correspond to composite excitations formed from

the fundamental exciton. Consequently the observed structures with regular energy progres-

sion can unambiguously be assigned to vibronic replicas associated to a single NPL response.

Figure 3: Histograms for the interpeak energy distance, ∆E1 (a) and ∆E2 (c), zero phonon
line (ZPL) linewidth (b) and ZPL transition energy, green bars (d). The dot lines are
Gaussian fits of the distributions (a-c) in small core (SC) and large core (LC) NPLs. In (d)
the spectral extension of the inhomogeneous PL (solid line) is compared to the broadening
that would be expected when shifting the ZPL energy distribution from δ (arising from
dielectric effects) and adding a vibronic contribution of ≈ 4×∆E1 (red arrow). In the study
δ = 69 ± 10 meV in agreement with numerical estimations (see next section).
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To build a more representative picture of the system properties, data originating from a

panel of 25 individual objects were collected and a basic statistical analysis was performed.

Corresponding histograms are gathered in Figure 3 for the inter-peak energy distances,

the zero phonon line (ZPL) FWHM and ZPL energy. We emphasize that the ZPL energy

distribution (and associated satellites) is deduced from snapshots (corresponding to low in-

tegration times measurements) but remains representative due to the random nature of the

spectral shift mechanism. Adjustments using a normal distribution provides the mean values

as well as their standard deviations. Noting ∆Ei, i=1,2 the energy separation between the

first and second and second and third peaks in the spectra, respectively, we find that the

∆Ei can be considered as independent of the NPL size. In LC (respectively SC) NPLs the

adjustment provides ∆E1 = 21.6 ± 0.7 meV (∆E1 = 21.8 ± 0.5 meV) and ∆E2 = 20.2 ±

1.2 meV (∆E2 = 21.8 ± 0.9 meV). As a first approach, the values are in good agreement

with the volume average between the LO-phonon frequencies of bulk CdTe (21 meV) and

bulk CdSe (26 meV),44 found equal to 22.5 meV in LC NPLs (31 % CdSe, 69% CdTe) and

22.1 meV in SC NPLs (21 % CdSe, 79% CdTe). In good agreement a strongly active mode

shows up in the low temperature Raman spectrum of a moderately diluted sample with a

Stokes band centered at 166 cm−1 ie corresponding to an optical phonon energy of ≈ 20.6

meV (see SI, S3). Our data also seem to point a slight increase of the ZPL FWHM (from

14.8 ± 0.8 meV to 17.0 ± 1.5 meV) as the core size increases.

The Huang-Rhys factor, S, quantifies the amount of oscillator strength that is borrowed

to the ZPL by each of the phonon-assisted transitions. In the displaced oscillators model

the nth phonon replica should then have a weight proportional to exp(−S)Sn/n! (see SI). A

careful analysis shows that most of the recorded single NPL spectra have a vibronic structure

that indeed exhibits the appropriate dependence with n, the S values ranging from 0.6 to

1.6. We notice that 0.8 ≤ S ≤ 1.0 is typical of ≈ 80 % in number of the studied NPLs

(Figure 2a and Supporting Information). Within the available statistics, the distribu-

tion of the S factor values were found independent of the NPL core size. As discussed later
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on, those are rather large unexpected values provided that, due to symmetry reasons, the

IX has no net permanent dipole associated to it (see theory); Huang – Rhys factors of the

same order are typically observed at low temperature in CdSe dots or CdTe/CdSe type-

I1/2 heterostructures. They accordingly remain slightly inferior to the values characterizing

the exciton-phonon coupling in pure type–II systems.44 In addition, the values very likely

characterize the intrinsic coupling strength unperturbed by charge defects as indicated by

the robustness against electrostatic perturbation of the PL vibronic pattern (see discussion

section).

We find that individual ZPL energies are distributed within a relatively narrow band

(γinh ≈ 80 meV in width) that reasonably mimics the high energy part of the PL inhomo-

geneous (ensemble) spectrum. The centre of this distribution is shifted from the top of the

inhomogeneous PL by an amount δ. The average δ value is found equal to 69 ± 10 meV.

When accounting for the low energy wing induced by the vibronic coupling (see Figure

3d) the extension of the ensemble emission can be rebuilt and is found to nicely match the

experimental PL band. We show in the next section that the marked blueshift, δ, of the re-

constructed distribution can reasonably be explained by accounting for the actual dielectric

environment of an isolated NPL.

Finally we emphasize that it was carefully checked in the course of the study that the

measured PL spectra were intrinsic to the deposited NPLs. In particular the bare coverslips

used as substrates were the subject of exhaustive studies carried out under excitation at

532 nm (through systematic scans at different excitation intensities). Glasses rinsed with

the solvent used to disperse the NPLs alone, (hexane) were also under focus. The complete

absence of PL in the region of interest (1.95 - 2.25 eV), under those conditions, clearly ex-

cludes the possibility for the measured signals to originate from silica inclusions (defects,

color centres) or aromatic contaminants contained in the solvent, as sometimes reported in

the literature.45,46
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Numerical Simulations

We can gain understanding of the spectroscopic results in the previous section by analyzing

the underlying electronic structure. To this end, we perform effective mass calculations of

carriers confined in CdSe/CdTe NPLs like that of Figure 4a. We take crown dimensions

18 x 40 nm2 and core dimensions 10 x Lc
y nm2, where the core length Lc

y is varied from 10

to 30 nm, thus covering the bridge between our SC and LC NPLs. Figure 4b shows the

energies of the lowest conduction band electron states (top panel) and highest valence band

hole states (bottom panel). Each color indicates the symmetry (irreducible representation)

of the state, within the D2h point group of the NPL. The correspondence between colors and

symmetry is given in Figure 4c, which further illustrates the envelope function of the first

electron and hole states of each symmetry.
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Figure 4: (a) Geometry of the core-crown NPL model. The core length Lc
y is varied, while

all other dimensions are fixed. Point group is D2h. (b) Electron (top, solid lines) and hole
(bottom, dashed lines) independent particle energies vs core length. Each color denotes
different irreducible representation in D2h point group. Energies are referred to the top of
the valence band. (c) Wave function of lowest electron (left) and highest hole (right) states
with each symmetry. The color line corresponds with that in (b).

It is clear from the figure that electrons and holes present different behaviours. The

former are confined inside the CdSe core and closely resemble particle-in-2D-box states. As
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the core length increases, the energy spectrum evolves towards that of a 1D wire, where states

with the same number of nodes along y tend to converge. Holes in turn are confined in the

CdTe crown. Because the crown is narrow along the x direction, with the core introducing

a repulsive potential, hole states form two-fold degenerate solutions of a double quantum

well along y (Ag-B2u vs B1g-B3u doublets). Contrary to electrons, increasing the core size

introduces quantum confinement for holes and their energy increases.

The above results show a clear charge separation of electrons and holes at an indepen-

dent particle level, driven by the type-II band offset of CdSe/CdTe. The question arises of

whether it persists for excitons, since Coulomb attraction is very strong due to the dielectric

confinement organic ligands impose on NPLs.26,28,47 We then calculate exciton states using

a Configuration Interaction method, with full inclusion of dielectric effects (see Methods).
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Figure 5: Calculated excitonic properties. (a) Exciton ground state charge density cross-
section for a NPL with Lc

y = 20 nm. The grey-shaded region corresponds to the crown.
(b) Hydrostatic strain on the xy plane of the NPL. (c) Deformation potential ensuing from
the strain near the core/crown interface for conduction and valence bands. (d) Emission
spectrum at 4 K for excitons (X) and negative trions (X−), as a function of the core length.
Stars indicate trion shake-up replicas, @ indicates emission from a triplet state. (e) Exciton
emission dependence on the outer medium dielectric constant. (f) Mean value of y coordinate
for exciton’s electron and hole as a function of the core length.

In Figure 5a we compare the ground state charge density along the long axis of a NPL

with Lc
y = 20 nm, which is an intermediate value between the SC and LC NPLs. Three differ-

ent degrees of Coulomb interaction are considered: (i) non-interacting e-hh pair (pale green

curve), (ii) interacting exciton, but neglecting dielectric mismatch (i.e. setting the environ-

ment dielectric constant equal to that of the NPL, εout = εin = 10, dark green curve), and

(iii) interacting exciton, considering dielectric mismatch (εout = 2 < εin = 10, pink curve).

In all three cases the ground state has a clear indirect nature, consistent with Figure 1a.

This is because the staggered band offset potential (0.53 eV for electrons, −0.69 eV for holes)

overcomes the exciton binding energy (∼ 0.15 eV inside CdSe or CdTe). It also overcomes
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the potential wells that lattice mismatch strain induces on the core/crown interfaces. As

shown in Figure 5b, strain is moderately tensile/compressive on the CdSe/CdTe side of

the interface. This leads to wells of tens of meV depth near the interface, as illustrated in

Figure 5c. The wells are however too narrow to have a significant influence even on the

non-interacting e-hh pair, for all core sizes we have studied.

The effect of dielectric mismatch is nevertheless noticeable. When εout = εin, the exciton

electron is in the center of the core, while the hole is centered in the crown wings, similar

to the non-interacting particles. By contrast, when εout < εin, the carriers shifts towards

the core/crown interface. This is because dielectric confinement enhances the IX binding

energy from 10 meV to 50 meV, which is comparable to the values in type-I CdSe quantum

dots. This finding supports the conclusions of earlier experiments, which suggested that

the relatively short emission lifetime of CdSe/CdTe NPLs (compared to the one reported in

epitaxial semiconductor based heterostructures) must be ascribed to IX bound across the

interface, rather than ionized e-hh pairs.48

In Figure 5d we plot the calculated emission spectrum of neutral (red line) and neg-

atively charged (blue line) excitons, for different core lengths. The behaviour is clearly

different for each species. When decreasing the core length, excitons show a moderate red-

shift and trions a blueshift instead. The different response originates in the relevant Coulomb

terms in each case. Decreasing the core size increases e-hh attraction, which contributes to

redshift the exciton ground state, but it also enhances repulsive electron-electron repulsion

in the trion. Because the two electrons are localized in the core, their Coulomb interaction is

much stronger than that with the crown hole. As a consequence, the repulsion prevails over

attraction and trions experience a pronounced blueshift. From the above results, one can

note that the redshift of SC as compared to LC NPLs in Figure 1a is indicative of emis-

sion stemming from neutral excitons rather than trions. Dual emission from exciton and

trion ground states, which has been reported in core-only CdSe NPLs,49,50 does not seem

to be relevant in CdSe/CdTe NPLs. As shown in Figure 5d, the energy spacing between
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exciton and trions in type-II systems should rapidly decrease with Lc
y. While we observe

multi-peaked emission in PL measurements, the energy spacing is similar for SC and LCs,

see ∆E1 in Figure 3a.

Trion emission in Figure 5d shows low-energy replicas (marked with stars), which in-

crease in intensity and number as the core length increases. These are so-called shake-up

lines, which occur when part of the trion radiative recombination energy is spent on exciting

the remaining electron. Such processes are relevant in the weak confinement regime, and have

been recently reported in large NPLs.38 However, it should be noted that shake-up lines are

not energetically iso-spaced (see Lc
y = 30 nm graph), and hence cannot be held responsible

for the multi-peaked emission in Figure 2a. As anticipated in the previous section, regular

(iso-spaced) energetic progress is not expected in NPLs because the electron is described by

particle-in-box states, which need not have constant energy spacing, see Figure 4b. The

peak marked with @ for Lc
y = 30 nm corresponds to a triplet trion state, which for large

NPLs is thermally occupied at 4 K. Its emission peak shows up below the singlet one because

of the electron-electron exchange interaction. By comparing the theoretical estimates with

our experimental results, it is clear that both the Lc
y dependence of the emission energy and

the absence of irregularly spaced (shake-up or triplet) peaks suggest CdSe/CdTe NPLs are

charged with neutral excitons, rather than trions.

We next turn to the blueshift systematically observed in the PL of diluted NPLs, as

compared to high concentration ensembles, δ in Figure 3d. Similar concentration dependent

shifts have been reported in CsPbBr3 NPLs, and were partially ascribed to re-absorption and

partially to changes in the dielectric environment.51 Re-absorption can be ruled out in our

system because the type-II band structure largely suppresses the overlap between absorption

and emission, as shown in Figure 1a. The concentration of NPLs however is susceptible

of varying the average dielectric constant of the environment seen by an individual NPLs.

As the concentration and proximity between NPLs increases, the dielectric constant should

evolve from typical organic environment values, εout ≈ 2, to values ultimately approaching
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CdSe or CdTe constants, εout ≈ 10. Figure 5e shows the calculated evolution of the exciton

emission as a function of εout. Two clear effects of dielectric confinement are observed with

decreasing εout (increasing NPLs dilution). Namely, the emission peak gains intensity and

‘blueshifts’. The first effect is due to the reduced exciton Bohr radius, which translates into

faster interband recombination rate.52 The second is a consequence of the (repulsive) self-

energy potential outweighing (attractive) e-hh Coulomb enhancement,26 which is especially

pronounced in type-II structures.28 It follows from the figure that an upperbound blueshift

of 100 meV may be explained by NPL dilution. The smaller value in the experiments, δ ≈ 70

meV in Figure 3d, can be interpreted as the effective dielectric constant varying between

εout ∼ 2 in diluted NPLs to εout ∼ 6 in concentrated ones. εout does not reach higher values

because organic ligands remain on the surface even for high NPL concentrations.
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To assess on the origin of the spectral shifts reported in Figure 2c, we also calculate the

exciton ground state energy in the presence of a trapped carrier, acting as a point charge

potential. Trapping sites can be expected on the NPL surface or core-crown interface, in

principle to either electrons or holes. We account for these possibilities by modeling a point

charge centered on the top surface of the NPL, and another on the core-crown interface, each

with varying charge strength and sign. Figure 6a shows the energy shift they induce on the

exciton energy. One can see the response is very different. The charge centered in the core
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(Qtop, green line) has an asymmetric response for positive and negative values of the charge.

By contrast, the interface charge (Qint, red line) is more symmetric, and has an overall weaker

influence. The different behavior can be easily understood from Figure 6b, which visualizes

the effect of a fractional positive point charge (Q = 0.5) in each location over the exciton’s

electron and hole charge densities. Being in between the two carriers, Qint respectively

attracts and repels the electron and the hole to a comparable extent. Conversely, Qtop has

a strong influence on the core electron but not the crown hole. The lack of compensation

leads to a more conspicuous response.

The spectral shifts reported in the experimental section lie in the ± 5 meV range. This

region is highlighted with a grey-shaded area in Figure 6a. Clearly, the experimental

response corresponds to that of fractional charges, |Q| < 0.2e. This is consistent with

atomistic calculations in CdSe quantum dots, which note that realistic trapped charges are

significantly screened as compared to full point charges.53

The exciton states we have calculated can also provide some information on the influence

of the core-crown geometry in determining the coupling to LO-phonons. The Huang-Rhys

factor (S) for an exciton state Ψµ is proportional to exciton-phonon coupling terms of the

form:54

vµµ(k) =
∫

d3re d
3rhΨ

∗

µΨµ [exp(ikre)− exp(ikrh)] , (1)

where k is the phonon wave vector and rj (j = e, h) the position of electron and hole. The

phonon plane waves in the above equation can be Taylor-expanded. Upon integration and

in the absence of trapped charges, the dipolar terms of the expansion, krj, vanish because

of the odd symmetry of rj . The lowest term of the expansion is then quadrupolar,

vµµ(k) ≈ −
1

2

∫

d3re d
3rhΨ

∗

µΨµ [kRek− kRhk] , (2)

where Rj is the polarization tensor. The most relevant term in the tensor is that along the
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long axis of the NPL, y2. We can then infer the variation of S from:

vµµ(k) ≈
1

2
k2
y

∫

d3re d
3rhΨ

∗

µΨµ

[

y2h − y2e
]

. (3)

that is, the difference in the expectation value of y2 for the exciton’s electron and hole.

Figure 5f plots such values, from SC to LC NPLs. As the core length increases, the hole is

pushed farther away from the center, which translates into a nearly linear increase of 〈y2h〉.

The electron response is less trivial. In non-interacting e-hh pairs, the increase of the core

size should have weak influence, as the electron would stay in the center and only the wave

function tail would expand. However, Figure 5f shows a superlinear increase of 〈y2e〉. This is

a consequence of the strong Coulomb interaction. As quantum confinement along y becomes

weaker, Coulomb attraction drives the electron gradually closer to the core-crown interface,

as already seen in panel a (pink curve). It follows that only a moderate increase of 〈y2e − y2h〉

takes place with Lc
y. This is consistent with SC and LC NPLs showing similar S values in

the experiment.

Because the presence of trapped carriers has been found to affect exciton energy through

spectral diffusion, it is also expected to have consequences upon vibronic coupling. The

presence of off-centered charges, such as Qint, reduce the system symmetry and switch on

the dipolar contribution in the coupling term vµµ (Figure 6c). However, the fractional

surface charge inferred from the energy magnitude of the spectral jumps is small, and its

location largely random. One can then expect the intrinsic quadrupolar terms to prevail

over the dipolar ones, which would explain the lack of major differences in the Huang-Rhys

factor of SC and LC NPLs.

Let us finally note that the quadrupolar moment associated to the IX should be slightly

enhanced in larger core systems (Figure 5f) hence the exciton polarizability increases with

the NPL core length. As a consequence Stark shifts (resulting from the interaction with

charged defects) also slightly increase in amplitude (in average) and this contributes to
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increase the ZPL and replicas PL line broadening. This might explain the experimental

upward trend, ≈ 1 - 2 meV, observed when comparing ZPL linewidths between LCs and

SCs NPLs. In the end, such effects are very likely strong enough to balance out the reduced

effect of coupling with acoustic phonons due to the increased NPL surface (as observed in

the recent work of Scott and coworkers55).

Discussion

Before concluding we wish to comment further about the obtained results: a comprehensive

discussion of the exciton-phonon coupling strength issue in chalcogenide based nanocrystals

can be found in the work of Groeneveld and Donega.44 In good agreement with the latter

authors we find that the phonon-mediated transitions are characterized by relatively large

Huang-Rhys factors (sometimes larger than unity) with vibronic progressions that look like

the ones observed in molecules. This strong coupling is explained by the nature of the inter-

action mechanisms (of Frölich type) associated to the strong polarizability of the material

combined, in type-II systems, to the existence of a permanent dipole associated to the IX.

Similar effects were also clearly evidenced and modeled in type-I self-assembled truncated

pyramidal quantum dots experiencing a large separation of electron and hole charge clouds.36

However we emphasize that in CdSe/CdTe core-crown unperturbed (free of trapped charge)

NPLs, the dipolar contribution associated to the electron-hole charge density distribution is

null (see above) meaning that higher order contributions may be strong enough to recover a

strong exciton-phonon coupling. But we also conjecture that the presence of trapped carriers

breaks the charge density symmetry and results in the generation of a permanent dipole in

the structure. This contribution, even if moderate, increases the exciton phonon coupling

and, as a corollary, enhances the amplitude of spectral diffusion through the linear Stark

effect. Our results indicate the high sensitivity of the optical response to the charge felt by

the neutral exciton. In our geometry, the net additional charge required to shift the line
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according to the experimental observations (| Q | = 0.2 e) is smaller than the | Q | = 2 e

that have been estimated to induce similar shifts in type-I dot-in-rod structures.56 The small

thickness of NPLs as compared to dot-in-rods largely explains the higher sensitivity. One

should also remark that, in that work, calculations disregard the surface polarization induced

by charges on the (dielectrically mismatched) interface between nanocrystal and ligands.

Correlations could also be expected between the ‘instantaneous’ vibronic coupling strength

(through the Huang-Rhys factor value) and the shift amplitude in the PL emission as it

changes in time, the larger the coupling, the larger the PL shift.57 Such a strong correlation

was not detected in the individual responses (PL traces) in which a relative stability of the

spectral shape is quasi-systematically observed, whatever the shift (see for example Figure

2e). This has a strong implication meaning that, in this system, and in line with the anal-

ysis of Groeneveld and coworkers,44 the exciton-phonon strength revealed in steady-state

micro-PL measurements in the frequency domain, is merely of intrinsic nature and cannot

be considered as dominated by charge accumulation at the surface.58,59 This also means that

the quadrupolar term of the bare (non electrostatically perturbed) IX remains the main

contribution in front of the dipolar term that charges could generate.

We remark that spectral diffusion probably operates with two different time scales.60 The

one occuring at second time scales explains the spectral jumps evidenced in Figure 2c and

the one leading to the substantial broadening of the ZPL and vibronic satellites that at 8

K should remain in the few hundreds of µeV - meV range in the frame of acoustic-phonon

mediated broadening in type-II systems.29,34,61,62 Though having similar effects in the shift

magnitude the latter process should occur at much shorter time scales.63 The dynamics of

charge fluctuation is out of reach in this study, but we speculate that both processes have

an electrostatic origin, as proposed for CdSe/CdS nanocrystals.64
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Conclusion

In summary we have studied the low temperature emission properties of prototypical low

thickness (≈ 1.3 nm) type-II core-crown CdSe/CdTe nanoplatelets. By combining theoretical

and optical investigations at the single object level we demonstrate that the PL is dominated

by the recombination of neutral IX excitons and their phonon replicas, whose binding energy

is severely enhanced by dielectric confinement. To reach this conclusion different NPLs

designs were used to be able to discriminate between the possible excitations. In agreement

with theoretical predictions the PL from IX recombination remains relatively stable as the

core dimensions are varied. On the contrary the strong energy shift that would impact

charged species (trions) are not observed as the core dimensions change. Calculations also

allow to rule out Auger-assisted recombination and inter-NPL coupling to explain the mutiple

PL peaks, that are the signature of strong exciton LO-phonons coupling. We further show

that spectral jumps that show up in the PL recorded in time can be explained by fluctuations

of charges residing either at the NPL surface or trapped at the CdSe/CdTe interface. In the

explored core-crown geometry a fractionnal charge is sufficient to account for the ≈ 10 meV

amplitude of the reported shifts. We conjecture that electrostatic processes of the same type

that cannot be resolved in our experiments and that engage similar amount of charge also

explain the individual broadening of the ZPL and its vibronic satellites. Beyond spectral

diffusion, trapping and detrapping of surface charges can be expected to modify exciton

coupling to phonons through increased exciton polarization. However our measurements

show that the latter effect can only be of minor importance in the studied system whose

exciton-phonon strength (with Huang-Rhys factor around unity) remains intrinsic i.e. quasi-

uninfluenced by the charged defects.
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